MoSAIC Festival Survey—Please Tell Us What You Think
Berkeley City College—October 3-4, 2014

Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

I thought that it was very interesting and that the workshops were very well taught and educational.

MoSAIC Festival Survey—Please Tell Us What You Think
Berkeley City College—October 3-4, 2014

Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

1. Yes
2. Yes
3. Yes
4. Triple gear was Amazing!
Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

Completely educational.

Passion for making math fun and relating it to creativity and art stood out for me. Thanks!!

Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

Yes, very worthwhile. The use of mathematics in tangible art is very cool. We should have more of these in the Atrium.

10/10 would recommend.
Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

Yes, Yes; Yes; this panel made me think about the potential in most of the mathematic artwork. Also makes me want to take another shot at math.

MoSAIC Festival Survey—Please Tell Us What You Think
Berkeley City College—October 3-4, 2014

I enjoyed the festival very much. A lot better than I expected and very educational; I appreciate math a lot more now."
Pieces were great!
MoSAIC Festival Survey—Please Tell Us What You Think
Berkeley City College—October 3-4, 2014

Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

I really enjoy the math and art aspects of it. What is amazing is the combination of the two arts meshing together.

MoSAIC Festival Survey—Please Tell Us What You Think
Berkeley City College—October 3-4, 2014

Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

It is educational & make math fun. A good creative way of teaching.
MoSAIC Festival Survey—Please Tell Us What You Think  
Berkeley City College—October 3-4, 2014

Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

The entire day was very worthwhile. I teach math at a community college and I will be able to enhance my lectures using some of what I learned.

MoSAIC Festival Survey—Please Tell Us What You Think  
Berkeley City College—October 3-4, 2014

Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

It was very interesting and showed how math is used mainly for patterns.

It's really inspiring in what you can make with 3D printers.
MoSAIC Festival Survey—Please Tell Us What You Think
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Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

HELL YEAH NERD BRUH GOES HARD.
THATS ONE SMART MUTHAFUCKA HE MUST BE SOBER AS SHIT

MoSAIC Festival Survey—Please Tell Us What You Think
Berkeley City College—October 3-4, 2014

Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

I thought it was really intriguing and fascinating.
The content was valuable and caught everyone's attention.
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Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

The material was absolutely mind-blowing. There wasn’t a dull moment at this event.
The only thing I’d change would be the pace of the workshop/presentation of geometry in Islam. The material was interesting, but it could have been presented in half the time—and the other half filled with material that wasn’t covered due to the time constraint (of which—having seen the Alhambra myself—I’m sure there’s much, much more of that).

MoSAIC Festival Survey—Please Tell Us What You Think
Berkeley City College—October 3-4, 2014

Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

the 3D-printing talk -> 3 thumbs up
the polyrhythms talk -> great for all ages & skill level

Art exhibits are very inspiring & motivating to the math/computer science student
The festival was extremely worthwhile and educational. You had a nice mix of lecture and hands-on workshops.

My only suggestion would be that you may want to think of ways to further break down some of the technical terms for people who are unfamiliar.

Yes! This should be the approach to teaching this young math.

Thank you!
MoSAIC Festival Survey—Please Tell Us What You Think
Berkeley City College—October 3-4, 2014

Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

Thank you. It was great. I didn't read an email until Friday, so I couldn't be here both days.
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Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

Outstanding. Just needs a bit more advance notice and more exposure!
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Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

I had a lot of fun.

Elaine Coop
MoSAIC Festival Survey—Please Tell Us What You Think
Berkeley City College—October 3-4, 2014

Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

I wish the art exhibits could be hands on. I want to touch some of them!

MoSAIC Festival Survey—Please Tell Us What You Think
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Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

Yes - I loved the art show!
I'm going to tell my friend who's a mathematician.
I'll try to attend the lectures.
Daytime is best.
MoSAIC Festival Survey—Please Tell Us What You Think
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Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

Professor Hart's lecture was very inspiring. I would like to learn more and how I can apply these techniques to my quilts. The textiles are amazing! Wow!
Thank you for the opportunity to see this!

MoSAIC Festival Survey—Please Tell Us What You Think
Berkeley City College—October 3-4, 2014

I've been inspired today by the art presented here, especially the presentation by George P. about his work with 3D structures.
Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

Great inspiration for art!

Take this to local 1st Friday Civic Art events.

Demo a 3D printer.
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Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

Absolutely worthwhile! I really wanted to touch the works.

MoSAIC Festival Survey—Please Tell Us What You Think
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Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

Totally worthwhile! Although I think there wasn't enough time to get everything there was to be gotten out of the exhibits/lecture, I was fascinated by what I saw.
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Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

Was worthwhile and educational. George Hart is amazing! Will see more late today and tomorrow.
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Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

Worth
Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

Educational — Yes
Useful — Not sure
Worthwhile — yes — George Hart — better than expected

I've already known many geographic patterns, but it was the first time to get the lecture of ideas of geographic patterns. The workshops gave me the chance to consider the ideas of the sacred patterns. I hadn't understood the patterns!
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Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

Yes it was nice and gave me more ideas on art.

It was a awesome learning experience with the different amounts of art.

George Hart's workshop to make sculpture was fabulous!
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Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

Thanks for doing this!
I only found out about this the day before, but I informed as many groups as I could (elementary, high school teachers in art, science, math), our college math club. Not many had heard about it, and so weren't able to come. Advertise more! Connect with school districts/groups.

Enjoyed Carol Bier's presence! Loved the art exhibit!
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Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

Yes, it was worthwhile. Yes, yes. Very cool.
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Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

Loved the interactiveness of the folding and paper cutting workshop.
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Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

great ideas expressed visually through exhibition (excellent), lectures (could be stronger), workshops (outstanding)

Needs better publicity + promotion, and not to schedule during grants game or religious holidays

Thank you!

Math + Art is my favorite thing
I loved this
Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.
This was a great idea! The workshops are fun and creative and the art is really beautiful, and the mathematical symmetry makes it even more so. Thank you!

MoSAIC Festival Survey—Please Tell Us What You Think
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Very interesting, connecting art and math.
MoSAIC
Mathematics of Science, Art, Industry, Culture
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Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

Carol Price & Chris Palmer — great fun! esp. Carol

Would have been nice to have information on the artists in the exhibit. Where are they from, who are they? Otherwise, great exhibit.

MoSAIC
Mathematics of Science, Art, Industry, Culture
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Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

Vi Hart — great
(binary clapping)

Karl Schaffer — Matt Dance — Great!
MoSAIC
Mathematics of Science, Art, Industry, Culture.

MoSAIC Festival Survey—Please Tell Us What You Think
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Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

It was great. I wish there would be more hands on activities for kids ages 7-10 yo.
And exhibit is stunning, however, it would be good if someone explained the math concepts behind it (for kids) or have a handout about it.

MoSAIC
Mathematics of Science, Art, Industry, Culture.
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Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

Clearly very useful. Came especially for Carol Bier's Folding. Very presented & interesting.

Virginia Davis
MoSAIC Festival Survey—Please Tell Us What You Think
Berkeley City College—October 3-4, 2014

Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

Enjoyed it!
Good way to spend a Friday!

I skipped work today so I could attend this event! Love the concept. Please invest more in publicity so you can expand the reach of this event. You could get a big crowd.
MoSAIC
Mathematics of Science, Art, Industry, Culture
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Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

This is amazing!
Thank you for coming to BCC

MoSAIC
Mathematics of Science, Art, Industry, Culture

MoSAIC Festival Survey—Please Tell Us What You Think
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Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

YES, YES, YES, AWESOME, EVERYTHING !!!!!!
MoSAIC
Mathematics of Science, Art, Industry, Culture.
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Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

I loved it, because there was great company and a very inspirational idea behind every lesson.

MoSAIC
Mathematics of Science, Art, Industry, Culture.

MoSAIC Festival Survey—Please Tell Us What You Think
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Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

Very worthwhile, lots of fun. Hands on.

It's good for kids, try to get more kids to come.
MoSAIC Festival Survey—Please Tell Us What You Think
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Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

I liked the projects.

For art exhibit -
be sure to include where artists are from, + year made? Also profession? Date of birth?
MoSAIC
Mathematics of Science, Art, Industry, Culture.
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Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

I loved some of the art (esp. the pieces that took off from Islamic patterns) & Karl's workshop was wonderful.

MoSAIC
Mathematics of Science, Art, Industry, Culture.
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Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

It was a blast and I appreciate the community, it brings even if the lessons won't stay with me.
Was this MoSAIC Festival worthwhile? Educational? Useful to you? Please tell us what you thought, and what stands out in your mind.

Yes! Mosaic festival has captured my attention just as I was coming out of class today. I'm so glad I got to do art, and learn about shapes today. Especially love the people interaction involved. Maybe repeat people was how the ancients discovered shapes.

Very worthwhile and educational. I liked both the talks and the workshops. And, of course, the art!